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Requiring Procedure 
Expansion or Reduction 

Clarity PSO Learning Series 
Topic: Surgery & Anesthesia Safety Event Reporting – “Other” Events 
 
It can be difficult to make sense of and learn from safety events when the high-level description 

category is reported as “other.” This is often the case with the Common Format template for Surgery 

and Anesthesia (S&A) because the template is focused solely on the really harmful safety events. 

Healthcare providers report the common and/or routine occurrences, which are not listed in the 

template, as “other” making it hard to analyze the different types of event types and identify ways to 

prevent common errors from occurring. 

 

Over half of the surgical events submitted to Clarity PSO were categorized as “other,” reminding us that 

while we need to pay attention to the really harmful events, we cannot ignore the common occurrences 

if we want to improve care delivery. In this PSO Learning Series Report, we investigate the themes and 

trends buried within these “other” categories in order to create meaningful classifications for errors and 

their contributing factors. Below describes how the “other” surgical events have been reclassified for 

better analysis. 

 
As one might expect, the “other” event categories are predominantly related to process failures, which 

is consistent with the more common causation of errors and failure modes. In other words, the 

daily/routine work process failures compose the majority of the surgical event database. 
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Insight and Investigation 
 
Why are process failures so important? 
 
As the domino effect illustrates, these process failures have the potential to have a vast impact on an 

organization, its front line providers and its patients. Processes have the intention of creating efficiency 

and high-quality care while maintaining the utmost safety measures. Yet, if we only focus on major, 

harmful events, we fail to grasp the full scope of root causes. With this being said, the daily process 

issues that invade the practice of every OR happen on a more frequent basis and are likely to occur 

further upstream from those major events identified in the Common Format template (i.e. bleeding 

requiring return to the OR and cardiac or circulatory event). These upstream events provide us with 

insight as to how major, harmful events actually unravel. For example, if your organization’s OR 

routinely has difficulty obtaining the correct trays or has instrumentation sterility issues, what will 

happen when an emergency is encountered? It can be very easy to fail to recognize an error that passes 

through fail safes if we only focus on the end result and not the entire process. 

If we pay little attention to the seemingly trivial events and overlook “other, “no harm,” or “unknown” 

harm events, we fail to identify root causes that plague many surgical and anesthesia events, from near 

misses to deaths.  

The success of identifying these process-related events relies upon the organization and department 

cultures. Without admitting that both we and the system are fallible and flawed, we cannot shift our 

thinking to be solely learning focused nor can we take a stand to commit to making the necessary and 

indicated changes. A safety culture requires all of these components. More importantly, the cornerstone 

of sustainable, positive change is a safety culture.  

 

So, what does this all mean? 

While AHRQ identifies the end outcome major events, much of the surgical-related event database is 

composed of process-related events, which have the tendency to be more upstream and occur more 

frequently than major, harmful events. It is vital that process-related events are not overlooked simply 

because they did not cause direct harm to a patient. Eventually these process-related events will lead to 

harm. Many of these process-related events share similar contributing factors with major, harmful 

events, therefore addressing these factors within processes will decrease efficiencies and negate 

harmful events. Finally, a safety culture must be instituted, maintained and constantly evaluated if 

progress is to be initiated and sustained over time. 
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Resources 
 
The following are resources related to human factor and process-related events and building a culture of 
safety:  

 Department of Community and Family Medicine at Duke University Medical Center: Anatomy of 
an Error 

 Comprehensive Unit-based Safety Program (CUSP) toolkit video: Understand Just Culture 

 AHRQ's Learn from Defects Tool 

 White Paper: Applying Lean Principles to Improve Healthcare Quality and Safety 

 Clarity Group White Paper Series: Journey to an Effective Safety Culture 
o Part 1 – Embracing Patient Safety Culture 
o Part 2 – Awareness & Assessment of Safety Culture 
o Part 3 – Effective Change for Quality Improvement 

 Sample Steps: Developing a Culture of Safety 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://patientsafetyed.duhs.duke.edu/module_e/module_overview.html
http://patientsafetyed.duhs.duke.edu/module_e/module_overview.html
http://www.ahrq.gov/professionals/education/curriculum-tools/cusptoolkit/videos/07a_just_culture/index.html
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001VlkHL59IyWC8kmk7RoaUmnQMnJnVQ6OJX-NwfAZ8p19ehYVizG8XdnQ9bbP6jIP3QlJ72LO5SOEMwxdLCDjz91R_on2JAATzg_owol11oOtzDvWKknF9tfDCAo0SSOWmlcmU3ObKMqtKFto31rdNkrfnqosPj7v7MD07M1yK_3603sZrJjRc8ThZR_36sj23fvZDQXNK_jT0puCbbjT7_buWhMg2z9M1BqZCP-tSTbFKlcu3BcZNvwyV2KNh58cNdu7GRhHUyVuRtX52T26-jDKm8vci_5ZtuP7u3mq48Zw1eTnVS9iG1Uzocvo1bSvIiU9nJyiGO3Qt1v7U3nzk5PiHr3cZiqV7Wk---2hsgeYQ9X-2pfRFqu3jzeUxXgNUt6t3cpz0k5k9aOXZ2cXbRfalckxzhjEzszEK_pTwx79FH4TG3euGJw==&c=ls5b6MRG0V_IU1FHoN2VQ0HELeSKXCN2uqQAPzcu8G-11pclMGebyQ==&ch=tW2mUo9AFrWuOUhpSmrs1iNJWLuBmhXxtiWQmpTxPQ4U1xPsxACoiQ==
http://www.ul.com/global/documents/library/white_papers/UL_WP_Final_Applying%20Lean%20Principles%20to%20Improve%20Healthcare%20Quality%20and%20Safety_v11_HR.pdf
http://www.claritygrp.com/media/101693/part_1_embracing_patient_safety_culture_final_public_updated.pdf
http://www.claritygrp.com/media/101741/part_2_awareness___assessment_of_safety_culture_updated.pdf
http://www.claritygrp.com/media/101847/part_3_effective_change_for_quality_improvement.pdf
http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/1747782/documents/Developing_a_Culture_of_Safety_-_Steps_to_Alignment.pdf
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